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    I. Choose the correct answer from the help box and fill in the blanks: (½ × 5 = 2½ marks)                                     

        1.  We use our ______________ to run and walk. 

        2. We should wear ________________ clothes. 

        3. My   _______________ help me to see the beautiful flowers.  

        4. Throw waste in a __________________________. 

        5. All  ______________________ things grow. 

 

    II.  Write True or False:                                                                              (½ × 5 = 2½ marks)                                        

1. Outdoor games keep our body weak.  

2. We get tired after work and play.  

3. All parts of the body work together.   

4. We should not clip our nails regularly.  

5. We use our ears to smell. 
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    III. Write the names of the different body parts using the words given in the help box:   

                                                                                                                      (½ × 5 = 2½ marks)                                                                                                                                                                                              

                                    

 

 

   IV. Tick (  ) the correct answer:                                                             (½ × 5 = 2½ marks) 

1. Which body part do we use to kick a ball? 

   a)  nose                        b) legs                          c) ears                    d) hands 

 

2. What should we do when we are tired? 

    a)  play                     b) study                     c) take rest                 d) watch TV 

                   

3. Which of the following is the largest sense organ?   

     a)  skin                      b) nose                      c) tongue                       d) ears  

                 

4. How many times should we brush our teeth in a day?  

      a)  five times                   b) once                  c) twice                   d) ten times                        

                   

5. How many sense organs do we have? 

      a)  six                        b) five                         c) four                      d) three                    

  

 

 

 

Help Box:   neck,   arm,   knee,   foot,   chest 
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 V. Match the following things used to keep the body parts clean:       (½ × 5 = 2½ marks) 

 

 

      VI. Draw            for correct sentence and            for wrong sentence: (½ × 5 = 2½ marks) 

1. Babu gets up early in the morning.  

2. We breathe fresh air through our eyes.  

3. Neena keeps her surroundings dirty. 

4. Our body has many parts.  

5. We must take proper rest.  
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  VII. Colour the            with GREEN for good habits and RED for bad habits: 

                                                                                                                            (½ × 6 = 3 marks) 

                                                                                                                        

     

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VIII. Answer the following questions:                                                                           (1 × 2 = 2 marks)                                                              

 

       1. What are sense organs? 

      Ans: __________________________________________________________________ 

    ___________________________________________________________________ . 

        2. Write any one good habit? 

      Ans: ___________________________________________________________________ 

           _____________________________________________________________________. 
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